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QUESTION 1

In your conversation flow, you want to make sure that users always see a message, even when there is no data to
display. To implement this, you decide to use a system.setvariable component that verifies that the variable mydata
contains a value and, if it does, sets the value of the displayVar variable to the value of mydata. If no value is specified
for mydata, then displayVar is set to the string \\'No Data 1. Which two BotML with Apache FreeMarker examples
implement this requirement? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

E. Option E 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements are true regarding local web application invocation using the system.webview component? 
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A. Local webviews require a Node.js environment and must have a package, json file in their root folder. 

B. An SPA application can issue an Ajax post command to the callback URL that has been passed with the web
application launch 

C. system.webview components can only be used with web channels. 

D. Local webviews require SPA applications to have an index.html file in their root folder. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the purpose of the training models within Oracle Digital Assistant? 

A. build a complete semantic language model allowing a skill to understand 98% of user input in the trained language 

B. automatically crowdsource sample data to which user input is matched 

C. automatically create n number of classifications where n is a parameter defined for each skill 

D. allow a skill to classify user input to defined intents 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

You have been asked to make recommendations to a customer on the value of having a catalogue of test phrases that
you can use for batch testing intents. Which statement is the recommendation you would NOT make? 

A. Batch testing allows you to have a baseline of phrases to test against, so you can demonstrate whether your skill is
resolving intents more accurately over time. 

B. Batch testing allows you to confirm that any changes you make to the intent utterances do not inadvertently change
other intent resolutions. 

C. Batch testing allows you to test every combination of conversation through your dialog flow. 

D. Having a baseline test allows you to determine whether your intent resolution is still functioning within expected limits
given any updates to your service. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Consider the following excerpt from a dialog flow code where size is a context variable of value list entity type PizzaSize
with values Small, Medium, and Large: 
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Which two events will occur when a user starts a new conversation with the sentence "Order a Large Pizza"? 

A. The nlpResultVariable property is not supported by System.List, so no entity extraction will occur. 

B. The Dialog Engine will transition to the PlaceOrder state. 

C. The size variable has no value before getPizzaSize is called, so the user will be prompted to select from the list of
values. 

D. The nlpResultVariable will populate the size value with Large. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 6

Select the FALSE statement regarding confidence levels when routing within a digital assistant. 

A. A confidence threshold is a value that\\'s compared to the confidence level by the system, intent component to define
the next action. 

B. Confidence level is the intent engine\\'s score for utterance classification. 

C. All skills within a digital assistant must have the same confidence threshold. 

D. If other intents that exceed the confidence threshold have scores that are within that of the top intent by less than the
win margin, these intents are also presented to the user. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 7

In reviewing a colleague\\'s code, you note the following code in the dialog flow which takes user input and replaces the
words "authorized user" or "auth user" with "AU" before then calling the intent resolution in the dialog flow with the
altered string. "${utterance.value?replace(\\'authorized user|auth user\\', \\'AU\\',\\'r\\')}" 

Why would your colleague have done this? 

A. The sentence is being normalized by replacing different versions of words such that they are aligned with the term
used in the training utterances. 

B. By replacing "Authorized" and "auth", one is able to bypass the usual authentication mechanism, which requires a
user to log on. 

C. "Authorized" and "auth" are reserved words and would fail intent resolution. 

D. The above code has no impact on intent resolution. 

E. The language tag is being changed to Australian (AU) to better match the language of the training utterances. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Consider this code snippet: 

Which two statements about this code are true? 

A. The system.webview component acts a gateway to a web app by naming the Webview service, 

B. e., DisputeFormService, in the code snippet. 

C. If the web app returns any values, the System.webview component will store them in the outputfromweb variable. 

D. This code snippet supports only one variable as a return value from the web application. When there are multiple
return values, they need to be comma-separated. For example: variable: "outputfromwebl, outputfromweb2 M 
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E. The web app returns two values and will store them in the fullname and amount variables, respectively. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 9

You are building a skill for ordering pizza and you need it to determine when a user enters the pizza 

toppings and pizza size in their request. 

Which Oracle Digital Assistant feature would you use to identify these variable values in a user\\'s 

message? 

A. entities 

B. answer intents 

C. channels 

D. digital assistants 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

The agentActions property in the System.AgentInitiation component: 

A. Defines the states to which agents can optionally transfer a user when the agent ends the chat. 

B. Sets the message to be displayed when an agent is first connected to a chat session. 

C. Sets the message to be displayed if an agent refuses a chat request. 

D. Sets the agent\\'s post-chat configuration (for example, "ready", "wrap", and so on). 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Which statement about digital assistants is FALSE? 

A. A digital assistant can be used to manage a set of skills, including skills that you create yourself and skills that you
have added from the Skill 

B. A digital assistant ensures that a user completes a conversation in one skill before allowing that user to trigger the
intent of a different skill 

C. A digital assistant can communicate with customers through different messaging platforms. 

D. A connection to a back-end service is through a custom component that is used by a skill, rather than one that is
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used by a digital assistant. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two statements describe what happens when a System.DatectLanguages component is used in a dialog flow? 

A. The system.DetectLanguage component sets the profile.languageTag variable to the language code of the detected
user language. 

B. The system. DetectLanguage component sets the autoTranslate variable to the language code of the detected user
language. 

C. A system.DetectLanguage component state causes an exception if no translation service is configured for a skill. 

D. The system.DetectLanguage component sets the profile.locale variable to the language code of the detected user
language. 

E. The system.DetectLanguage component does not detect English because it is the default language. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 13

An input component references an entity-type variable from its variable property and does not have the maxPrompts
property set. Which two statements describe valid options to help users deal with validation errors? 

A. You can use the alternatePrompt property for user input components to display alternative prompts. 

B. You can use the onlnvaliduserlnput property on the System.commonResponse component to conditionally show or
hide UI controls. 

C. You can use the system. invaliduserinput?booiean expression to detect a previously failed input validation and
display alternative prompts or additional UI controls. 

D. You can use the user input component\\'s textReceived action transition to detect validation errors and to navigate to
a state in the dialog flow. 

E. You can use the user input component\\'s cancel action transition to navigate to a different state in the dialog flow,
display a help message to the user, and navigate back into the dialog flow state that previously failed input validation. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 14

Error handlers can be defined in various locations with different scopes. Which three statements are true about error
handling? 

A. An error handler can be defined as a transition on any dialog flow state in a skill. 
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B. The system error handler is called in case of an error when no error handling is defined on the current dialog flow
state or as a default transition. 

C. You can define a system-wide custom error handler at the digital assistant level. 

D. Implicit error handling is always performed even if there are other error handlers defined in the flow. 

E. An error handler can be defined globally for a skill using the defaultTransition error transition. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 15

Which two components can be used in combination with composite bag entities to auto-generate skill responses and
flows from definitions saved in bag items? 

A. System.ResolveEntities 

B. System.Text 

C. System.MatchEntity 

D. System.CommonResponse 

E. System.List 

Correct Answer: AD 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/digital-assistant/use-chatbot/entities1.html#GUID-
603C4329DBBA-42C9-8783-6C27B45BA6A2 
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